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 Setting 
 Character 
 Vocabulary 
 Sequencing 
 Important Facts 
 Making Connections 
 Critical Thinking 
 And Much More! 
 

More Resources by Rachel  

22 appealing graphic organizers 
to use with any book! 
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Here are 22 appealing graphic organizers to use with any book. 
Graphic organizers are great tools for analyzing literature.  In 
addition, they are highly motivating for students. With that in mind, I 
designed these with inviting shapes and easy-to-understand formats.  
 
These work well for independent reading or when you do not have a 
comprehension guide. They can be used again and again, even within 
the same book. Some will also work well for nonfiction.  With a little 
tweaking to the directions, some can even be used for other subjects 
(for example, Word Blast! could be used with spelling or vocabulary, 
Cause and Effect could be used for science or history).  

 
The Common Core Standards addressed in this resource are written 
out by grade level for easy reference.  

 
This packet includes for following graphic organizers: 

 
Pre-Reading Detective 
Story Building Blocks* 
Before, During, After* 
Main Character* 
Main Character Traits* 
Main Character and Supporting 
Characters* 
Supporting Characters Chart* 
Main Character and Me Venn 
Diagram 
Word Pockets* 
Interesting Words 

Word Blast!* 
Sensory Sort* 
Simile Search 
Important Points* 
Making Connections* 
Making Connections II* 
The Power of Speech 
Cause and Effect* 
Questions 
Think About It 
Questions about Questions 
Book Review* 

 
Presented in 2 formats: lined and unlined 
  

Appealing 

shapes make 

learning fun! 

 

That's for 

sure! 
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Grade 3 
 
Key Ideas and Details 

 RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, 
referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers. 
 
RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse  

 cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 
conveyed through key details in the text. 
 

 RL.3.3. Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) 
and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 
 

Craft and Structure 

 RL.3.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 
 

 RL.3.5. Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking 
about a text, using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each 
successive part builds on earlier sections. 

 
 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
 L.3.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word 

and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range 
of strategies. 
 

 Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine 
or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases. 

 

  
Range of Reading and Complexity of Text 

 RL.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently. 
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Grade 4 

Key Ideas and Details 

 RL.4.1. Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says 
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 
 

 RL.4.2. Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; 
summarize the text. 
 

 RL.4.3. Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, 
drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or 
actions). 

 
Craft and Structure 
 

 RL.4.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text 
 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
 

 L.4.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range 
of strategies. 
 

 Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), 
both print and digital, to find the pronunciation and determine or clarify the 
precise meaning of key words and phrases. 

 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 

 W.4.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research.  
 

 Apply grade 4 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Describe in depth a 
character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific details 
in the text [e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions].”). 

 
Range of Reading and Complexity of Text 
 

 RL.4.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poetry, in the grades 4–5 text complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 
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Grade 5 
Key Ideas and Details 
 

 RL.5.1. Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 
 

 RL.5.2. Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, 
including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the 
speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 
 

 RL.5.3. Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a 
story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how characters 
interact). 
 

Craft and Structure 
 

 RL.5.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative language such as metaphors and similes. 

 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
 

 L.5.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words 

and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range 

of strategies. 

 Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), 

both print and digital, to find the pronunciation and determine or clarify the 

precise meaning of key words and phrases 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 

 W.5.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research.  
 

 Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast 
two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or a drama, drawing 
on specific details in the text [e.g., how characters interact]”). 

 
Range of Reading and Complexity of Text 
 

 RL.5.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 4–5 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently. 
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Grade 6 

Key Ideas and Details 

 RL.6.1. Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as 
well as inferences drawn from the text. 
  

 RL.6.2. Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through 
particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or 
judgments. 
 

Craft and Structure 
 

 RL.6.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific 
word choice on meaning and tone. 
 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
 

 L.6.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range 
of strategies. 
 

 Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), 
both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or 
clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech. 
 

 Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase 
(e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge 

 W.6.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research.  
 

 Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast 
texts in different forms or genres [e.g., stories and poems; historical novels 
and fantasy stories] in terms of their approaches to similar themes and 
topics”). 

Range of Reading and Complexity of Text 

 RL.6.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poems, in the grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 
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What can you learn about a book before you start reading it?  Use the magnifying 
glasses to write what you discover. 
 
 

Title ______________________________ Author_________________________  

Do you want to read this book?    yes           no 

Why or why not?__________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

A Random Page 

The First Page 

  Flipping through the Book 

Back Cover 

Front Cover 
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is is is 

because 

Page #________ 

because 

Page #________ 

because 

Page #________ 

Write the name of the main character of your story in the banner at the top. Then write 
three traits the character possesses in the middle three boxes. In the bottom boxes, 
write examples from the book of the character demonstrating each of the three traits. 
 
 

Title or Chapter___________________________________________________  
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Write the name of the main character 
in the banner on the left. Write a few 
sentences about the main character 
in the box. Then do the same for 3 
supporting characters. On the 
connecting lines, write how the each 
of the supporting characters are 
related to the main character. 
 

 

Find an interesting word in your story or chapter. Write it in the middle shape along with 
the page number where you found it. Then fill in the rest of the shapes.  
 
 
 

Title_____________________________________________________________  
 

What I think 
 it means 

Dictionary 
definition 

My sentence 

pg # ____ 

Dictionary 
definition 

My sentence 

pg # ____ 

What I think 
 it means 

Dictionary 
definition 

My sentence 

pg # ____ 
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Thumbnails for all the graphic organizers included in this product 
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 Highly rated 
 Ready-to-use 
 Focused on higher level thinking skills 

 

              Thank you  for downloading this preview! 
               You can purchase the whole product here: 
               http://bit.ly/g5W2Tk 
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